In the past thirty years there has been a movement in the law seeking gender equality in sex and sexual relations. The treatment of crimes specifically targeting women, sexual assault and domestic violence, has been at the core of this gender equality movement. The rape reform movement has succeeded in lobbying for significant revisions in antiquated and gender-biased rape statutes. Specifically, state and federal legislatures have enacted rape shield laws, provided for privileged protection of rape counseling records, repealed marital rape exceptions, eliminated evidentiary corroboration requirements and cautionary instructions regarding the absence of corroboration, and abolished the statutory "reasonable mistake of fact" defense.1

Although these reforms represent significant steps towards an appropriate response to rape, many of these statutory reforms, which focus primarily on rape victims' existence within the criminal justice system, have been a profound disappointment.2 Few commentators can point to any data suggesting that criminal rape reform laws have deterred the commission of rape, increased
its prosecution, or increased conviction rates. In short, the "outcomes" of the criminal justice system—arrest, indictment, and conviction—have remained fairly constant.

Why have these reforms failed to produce changed outcomes? Scholars point to the fact that societal attitudes, including those of many key decision-makers in the criminal justice system, have not kept pace with statutory reform. While laws about rape have changed, attitudes about sexual autonomy and gender roles in sexual relations have not. The vast majority of people—including law enforcement personnel, judges and potential jurors—remain conflicted about what constitutes "consensual" sex. They are ambivalent about placing criminal sanctions on "non-violent" sexual assault or, for that matter, anything short of violent penetration that results in physical injuries. Jurors, prosecutors and police are confused about the boundary line between sex and rape.

The result of our society's ambivalence and confusion about sexual autonomy and gender roles in sex is that rape victims, especially acquaintance rape victims, continue to encounter the same hurdles that they did thirty years ago. These hurdles include the centralizing of the victim's dress, behavior and state of mind, the brutalizing attack on her privacy by the threat of public use
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of rape crisis, medical, and therapy records, the continuing ability of the defense to litigate the character, conduct and mental health of the victim in an effort to prove consent or motive to lie, and the continuing view that victims should demonstrate a set of behaviors consistent with someone who has really suffered the trauma of assault. Jurors still expect evidence of fresh complaints by victims with accompanying hysteria and torn clothes, as well as other indicia of resistance even when resistance is not a statutory element.

This Article proposes an agenda for the next thirty years of rape law reform. Part I briefly reviews the first wave of rape law reform. In Part II, this Article proposes the establishment of the right to independent civil representation for rape victims. Part III of this Article recommends the reconceptualization of the legal response to rape, focusing on a victim's most basic human needs in the first few months after assault. Part III further addresses the core areas of civil legal needs that are crucial to a victim's healing, safety and well-being immediately following an assault. Part IV proposes the establishment of an affirmative standard for consent and the elimination of force as a necessary element to the crime. Finally, Part V advocates the establishment of a national database to track criminal justice outcomes in sexual assault cases to enable future reforms based on reliable data.


In the wake of demands for equal rights for women under the law and tighter criminal justice controls during the 1970s, reform of rape laws became a legislative priority. As a result, over the next thirty years, every state in the
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The introduction of the Model Penal Code in 1962 was the first attempt to modernize rape law. MODEL PENAL CODE § 3.1 (1962). The Model Penal Code defined rape as follows: "A male who has sexual intercourse with a female not his wife is guilty of rape if . . . he compels her to submit by force, or by threat of
country and the District of Columbia redrafted their rape statutes in some way. Though the reforms were not identical, they each focused almost exclusively on the victim's role within the criminal justice system. These criminal justice reforms fell into four categories: (1) redefinition of the offense (repealing spousal exemptions and abolishing specific gender roles for the accuser and accused); (2) evidentiary reforms (elimination of corroboration requirements, enactment of rape shield statutes); (3) reforms in statutory age requirements; and (4) reforms in statutory structures (grading of offenses according to severity of force and resulting injuries).

The intent of this massive legal reform was both symbolic and substantive. On a symbolic level, the overarching goal was to alleviate the rape victim's second class status within the criminal justice system in order to make the treatment of rape victims, the overwhelming majority of whom are female, more consistent with that of other victim-witnesses in the system. The substantive goals were to deter occurrence, increase the likelihood that victims will report the crime and cooperate with law enforcement, reduce the intense credibility attacks on victims during investigation and at trial, and increase rates of prosecution and conviction.

Sadly, it now appears that by any available measure, the reforms have had no significant substantive impact. No major scholar in the area of rape law and rape reform has argued that these reforms have produced significant results. Perhaps most disheartening is that trial, appellate and state supreme courts are still arguing over the same old ground: the meaning of consent, degrees of force, the victim's role as an active or passive participant in the event, and the victim's privacy.
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Although their reasoning differs, legal scholars generally agree that the reforms have not been successful. Three of the most prominent legal scholars in the area of rape reform law are Catherine MacKinnon, Susan Estrich, and Lynne Henderson [all of whom conclude that rape reforms to this point have largely failed].
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Given that significant statutory reforms have failed to produce significant changes in rape outcomes within the criminal justice process, should we give up on the law as an instrument for addressing social attitudes about rape? Are social and cultural prejudices about the devious at worst and ambivalent at best nature of female sexuality and the deeply held, unstated belief that men are inherently aggressive and violent in expressions of their own sexuality too tenacious to legislate against? Should lawyers get out of the way and leave the "real" work to therapists, educators, and sociologists? If we have faith that the law can be used as a tool for healing victims of sexual assault, we must answer no to these questions.

The reforms of the past thirty years have reached the limits of their success, and a second wave of reform is badly needed. The agenda suggested in this Article arises from our study of rape laws, and rape law reform, and from our experience representing or supervising the representation of over 600 sexual assault victims in Massachusetts. We believe our work with rape survivors provides a clear and distinctive roadmap to the work that is crucial to their healing, safety, and well-being that has national applicability and is strongly supported by social science research.

III. CHANGE THE DOMINANT PARADIGM OF RESPONSE TO RAPE BY RECONCEPTUALIZING THE RIGHTS AND REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO RAPE VICTIMS OUTSIDE THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

The failure of rape law reform is in part the result of an almost exclusive focus on the criminal justice process. Rape victims deserve more from the legal system than just a prosecution. Rape causes a tidal wave effect on a victim's life. The profound emotional, physical, economic, and social harm to the victim affects a broad range of life activities impacted by civil law. The goal of refocusing the legal response to rape should be to prevent the acute trauma of rape from triggering a long-term, downward economic and social
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spiral for the victim, and to preserve the integrity of the victim’s privacy and social relations.

The most obvious place where the criminal justice process is inextricably tied to civil remedies is the area of victim’s compensation. Most victim compensation statutes require some form of involvement with the criminal justice system in order for the victim to pursue a compensation claim. Placing the availability of civil remedies in the hands of the criminal justice process causes real harm to victims and is terrible social policy for at least three reasons.

First, rape is the least reported, least indicted, and least convicted non-property felony in America. Second, the criminal justice process is too slow and poorly equipped to protect against the immediate devastating consequences of assault. Third, many victims simply do not view the criminal justice system as one that will provide them with protection. These victims will forego the criminal process and will unwittingly deprive themselves of civil remedies that should be available to them to stabilize their daily lives, protect their privacy, and ensure their emotional and physical safety.

A. Hierarchy of Rape Victims’ Legal Needs

Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs provides a vantage point from which to reconceptualize the legal system’s response to rape. Maslow’s theory suggests that unsatisfied needs exist in a predictable, sequential and universal hierarchy that motivate humans to act. The most primal needs cited by Maslow are physiological: air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, and sleep. The second level of needs include safety and security, protection from elements, order, law, limits and stability. The third level includes
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belongingness, love, work group, family, affection and relationships.\textsuperscript{31} The fourth includes social esteem, self-esteem, achievement, mastery, independence, status, dominance, prestige and managerial responsibility.\textsuperscript{32} The fifth and highest level of need in the hierarchy is self-actualization, which includes realization of personal potential, self-fulfillment and the seeking of justice and personal growth.\textsuperscript{33}

Maslow’s conceptual framework articulates perfectly what we have seen in practice. The vast majority of rape victims’ basic need for economic stability, emotional security, and physical safety take precedence over criminal justice remedies, which offer deeper meaning, vindication, and self-actualization. In our experience representing sexual assault victims, this appears to be especially true during the first six months after the assault.\textsuperscript{34}

What the legal system offers victims should, therefore, be designed to meet their most immediate needs: preventing the traumatic economic and psychological downward spiral that frequently begins within the first six months after assault. As Maslow’s theory suggests, what little the criminal justice process actually offers victims does not meet their primary needs at the time it is offered, and does not protect them from the most traumatic and devastating consequences to their well-being after the assault. We have identified eight core areas of civil legal needs that affect the well-being and recovery of rape victims. These needs are consistent with our experience representing victims and with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.

1. Privacy

For most sexual assault victims, privacy is like oxygen; it is a pervasive, consistent need at every step of recovery. Within the context of the legal system, if a victim is without privacy, all other remedies are moot. Privacy imperatives begin with the very fact of the assault, and in small, enclosed communities, the privacy imperative is even more acute. For example, on high
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school and college campuses it is exceedingly difficult to contain the gossip that is usually generated by an allegation of rape. University rape victims are painfully aware of the devastating impact of gossip that accompanies the reporting of a sexual assault. As a result, university students have an extraordinarily low reporting rate.\textsuperscript{35} Approximately 5\% of university students who experience a sexual assault report it to campus or non-campus police.\textsuperscript{36} Victims understand that they have much to lose in making public disclosures. This was recently confirmed when Harvard University acknowledged that their existing way of handling peer-on-peer rape complaints often caused more harm than good to the victim.\textsuperscript{37} The social division, resulting in harassment and isolation caused by public disclosure, particularly in peer-on-peer assault, can cause irreparable educational harm.

Once rape is reported, the victim’s privacy is vulnerable in sadly familiar ways. Protection of medical, psychiatric, and rape crisis center records is crucial from the minute the victim seeks medical care and counseling. Outside of the criminal justice process, privacy violations may easily occur in relation to employment, education, housing, and financial compensation.\textsuperscript{38} Further, there is a complex interaction between the criminal justice and civil systems that must be taken into account.\textsuperscript{39} For example, in a suspected drugging case, victims often do not recall whether sexual penetration occurred and therefore toxicology testing can be vital to determining what happened.\textsuperscript{40} Comprehensive toxicology testing, however, will detect the presence of all substances, medications and drugs both illegal and legal.\textsuperscript{41} If a victim regularly takes an anti-depressant, uses marijuana, cocaine, or prescription drugs, these substances will appear in the analysis and expose the victim in ways unintended by the toxicology analysis.\textsuperscript{42}

Protecting privacy in the criminal, civil, and educational realms should be at the center of all representation of sexual assault victims. The next wave of rape law reform should focus on meaningful privacy protections that can be invoked
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both within and outside of the criminal justice process.

2. Immigration Status

Immigration status is a gatekeeping issue for rape victims. Immigrant victims face greater actual and perceived barriers to obtaining the civil remedies that assist in recovery (safety protections, medical assistance, counseling, housing, and employment benefits) particularly if the victim does not have legal status. Fear and misinformation prevent many non-citizen victims from applying for and receiving the public benefits they are qualified to receive as a result of a sexual assault. This problem arises particularly because of non-citizen victims' fear of the "public charge" grounds for inadmissibility.

A sexual assault and its attendant consequences can disrupt or alter a victim’s immigration status. For example, if the victim is in the country on a student visa and she drops out of school as a result of the assault, she may lose her legal status and be forced to leave the country. Similarly, a victim’s immigration status may be linked to her employment status. Immigrants with employment-based visas are at risk of being deported or losing legal status if they miss work as a result of an assault. If a victim is in danger of losing her employment as a result of a sexual assault, she may also be in jeopardy of losing her immigration status. Maintaining immigration status is of primary
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concern to immigrant rape victims. Law reform should focus on creating avenues for immigrant assault victims to petition for change of status or to maintain status, despite the life-altering consequences of assault.

3. Access to Medical and Counseling Benefits that Preserves Privacy and Financial Welfare

Sexual assault causes profound medical and emotional harm to victims, resulting in significant financial cost. Costs of basic necessary medical care after an assault can be as high as four thousand dollars. Counseling and prescription drugs such as anti-depressants, and drugs for prophylactic HIV treatment and prevention of sexually transmitted disease are costly. Further, accessing medical insurance for HIV prophylaxis, or treatment of depression and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder can lead to long-term disqualification for life insurance and other insurances. In order to ease the financial burden that a rape victim will incur, civil attorneys must provide the victim with referrals to confidential, free medical and counseling care, as well as medical and disability coverage through employer benefit plans, government benefits such as unemployment compensation, victim’s compensation, school health plan compensation and tuition remission, and state and federal disability benefits.

4. Access to Protective Orders

Within the criminal justice process, the courts may issue stay-away orders at the time of arrest or arraignment. Rape victims may also use civil protective orders to insulate themselves from many of the negative social and economic impacts of rape, as well as to provide for limited restitution of direct costs associated with rape. In addition, their speed and limited scope make stay-away orders less burdensome for victims to secure and, therefore, more likely to be sought.
Unfortunately, most civil restraining order statutes across the country require a degree of relationship (marriage, substantial dating relationship, blood relative) that makes such orders not readily available or strategically advisable for stranger or acquaintance rape victims. As a result, many victims are left without remedies that are designed to be easily secured on a pro se basis, because they do not have a substantive ongoing relationship with their assailant.

A key area for legislative reform should be the enactment of statutes creating civil sexual assault restraining orders. Currently, a few states have enacted statutes specifically designed to provide civil protective orders to sexual assault victims in the absence of a substantive relationship with the alleged perpetrator. The absence of such statutes leaves victims with inadequate alternatives. In Massachusetts, for example, a sexual assault victim may seek injunctive relief in Superior Court. Similar injunctive remedies are available freely. In Massachusetts, for example, there is no right to a jury trial in Chapter 209A proceedings, and while there is a general right to cross-examination, the judge may limit cross-examination for good cause. See id. at 1210-11.
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in every state in the nation. Enforcement mechanisms, however, are cumbersome for the victim and offer significantly less protection in case of a violation than the abuse prevention orders available to domestic violence victims.

5. Access to Safe Housing

In our experience, we have found that many sexual assaults take place in or near the victim’s home. As a result, many victims feel the need to vacate their homes, move to different dorms, or relocate to different housing projects. Yet, for the most part, rape victims are not specifically protected from lease termination actions, nor do they have specific emergency transfer or admission rights in public housing. Although the domestic violence movement has made significant strides in this arena for victims of domestic violence, sexual assault victims with housing crises have minimal legal options and protections. Therefore, housing access and relocation is a crucial area for legislative reform to provide sexual assault victims with, at least, the protections that have been afforded victims of domestic violence.

6. Education

The incidence of sexual assault is disturbingly high in both universities and high schools, and results in a massive barrier to equal access to education. The United States Department of Justice estimates that thirty-five out of every 1,000 undergraduate females are sexually assaulted every year. In Boston alone, that translates into an estimated 3,500 college victims yearly based on the current student population of approximately 100,000 female students.
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The figures are no less staggering for high school students. One in ten high school students in Boston report being victims of sexual assault every year.\footnote{Mass. Dep’t of Public Educ., Youth Risk Behavior Survey (2001), available at http://www.doe.mass.edu/lss/yrbs99/toc.html.} Forty-seven percent of the sexual assault reports received by the Boston Police Sexual Assault Unit involve victims aged seventeen and younger.\footnote{Sexual Assault Unit, Boston Police Dep’t, Age of Sexual Assault Victims in Boston in 2001, available at http://www.ci.boston.ma.us/police/pdfs/VAge2001.pdf.}


In our experience, we have found that physical safety, privacy protections, maintenance of some semblance of educational stability, housing as it pertains to both victim and perpetrator, class and exam schedules, employment and work-study maintenance, tuition-loss prevention, and financial aid loss are all immediate issues student rape victims face.

A peer sexual assault causes an especially severe threat to the victim’s education. Educational institutions must be accountable for protecting victims’ educational stability, privacy, and right to receive special education services.\footnote{See 20 U.S.C. § 1232g.} The alarming rate of assault on high school and college campuses, and the resulting loss of educational stability for victims, creates the need for enforcement and expansion of the educational rights of rape victims, including the aggressive application of Title IX to institutions that turn a blind eye to campus conditions in which peer-on-peer rape and gang rape thrive.

7. Obtaining and Maintaining Employment

A rape victim’s employment is likely to suffer major disruptions after a sexual assault. Absenteeism may skyrocket, and productivity often plummets.\footnote{See generally Rebecca Smith et al., Unemployment Insurance and Domestic Violence: Learning From Our Experiences, 1 Seattle J. for Soc. Just. 503 (Fall/Winter 2002).} An assault by a co-worker or at a work location will usually

\footnote{An assault by a co-worker or at a work location will usually approximately half female).}
trigger an even more acute employment crisis that, without legal intervention, will likely result in resignation or termination of the victim.\textsuperscript{71} For those victims who were assaulted by assailants unrelated to work, the medical and psychological impact of rape often trigger less acute, but nevertheless employment threatening crises, with employers subjecting the employee to warnings and often dismissal.\textsuperscript{72}

Legal interventions are critical to protect the victim’s privacy rights and insure continued employment. One remedy currently available entitles a victim, who needs time off from work to seek medical attention, to job-protected leave under the federal Family and Medical Leave Act or similar state laws.\textsuperscript{73} Furthermore, disabilities caused by rape or sexual assault may qualify victims for protection from discrimination, as well as reasonable accommodation in the workplace under the Americans with Disabilities Act.\textsuperscript{74} Some victims may also qualify for unemployment compensation.\textsuperscript{75}

Victims who have lost wages or employment as a direct result of an assault may apply for victim compensation in many states.\textsuperscript{76} Victim compensation, however, usually requires cooperation with law enforcement and often becomes a fund of last resort. For example, if compensation for lost wages is available through some other source, such as worker’s compensation or unemployment insurance, the victim will be deemed ineligible for victim’s compensation.\textsuperscript{77}

If the assault is directly related to employment (i.e., when the assailant is a co-worker or the assault takes places at work), a victim may need and be entitled to more protection in her work environment. Sexual assault at work, and an employer’s failure to remedy or protect against that assault, may constitute sexual harassment in violation of federal and state law prohibiting

\textsuperscript{71} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{72} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{73} See 29 C.F.R. § 825.114 (2004); Robin R. Runge et al., Domestic Violence as a Barrier to Employment, 34 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 552, 554 (2001).
\textsuperscript{74} 42 U.S.C. § 12112 (2004). A disability is defined as any impairment that “substantially limits a major life activity,” such as walking, standing, thinking, lifting, or taking care of one’s self. Id. § 12102. Victims are also protected under the Americans with Disabilities Act even if they are only perceived as being disabled, regardless of whether they have some actual disability. Id. The Americans with Disabilities Act requires that the employer provide reasonable accommodations to the victim, so long as she is able to perform the essential function of her job. Id. § 12112. A modified work schedule, transfer to a different location, and changes in the workspace or equipment all qualify as reasonable accommodation. Id. Employers cannot discriminate against qualified employees who request such accommodations. Id.
\textsuperscript{75} See MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 151A, § 25(e) (2004). In Massachusetts, for example, an employee who leaves work or is discharged from her job because of domestic violence is eligible for unemployment compensation. Id. Although the statute is intended to benefit battered women, the definition of “domestic violence” is broad enough to include many victims of sexual assault. See id. § 1 (g 1/2) (defining domestic violence as “abuse committed against an employee”). The statute specifically provides benefits to victims who have been in a “dating or engagement relationship” with the assailant. Id. The statute also defines “abuse” as “(1) attempting to cause or causing physical harm; (2) placing another in fear of imminent serious physical harm; (3) causing another to engage involuntarily in sexual relations by force, threat or duress.” Id.
\textsuperscript{76} See CAL. GOV’T. CODE § 13950-67 (West 2004).
\textsuperscript{77} Id.
sex discrimination in the workplace.

8. Financial stability

The loss of wages, cost of health care and counseling, loss of tuition, expenses of moving, and the loss of financial support if the assailant is a spouse are among the staggering economic consequences of rape. Advocacy for the victim to prevent these losses may include insurance claims against third parties, application for disability, unemployment, other public benefits or insurance programs, actions for child support, applications under victim compensation statutes, as well as tort claims against assailants, employers, hosts, landlords, universities and others.\textsuperscript{78}

The simplest financial remedy could be a claim under a state victim compensation fund if the requirements of the compensation statute have been met. State victim compensation schemes cover medical, dental and counseling expenses; lost wages; lost homemaker services; and lost financial support for dependants of victims of homicide.\textsuperscript{79} Most compensation schemes do not cover lost tuition, relocation and housing expenses, and lost work due to non-physical injuries, such as mental health harms.\textsuperscript{80} While victim’s compensation statutes can offer much needed temporary financial relief immediately after an assault, their almost exclusive tie to the criminal justice process renders them useless to many victims. Legislative reform should untie these remedies and provide an alternate route for victims to obtain such compensation.

IV. ESTABLISHMENT OF A VICTIM’S RIGHT TO INDEPENDENT LEGAL COUNSEL WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM AND FOR THEIR CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS

Rape victims need counsel to represent their civil legal needs within the criminal justice system and in the educational disciplinary process. In the first six months following an assault, the victim’s cognitive, behavioral and physical faculties are under extreme stress and the rape often triggers acute medical

\textsuperscript{78} See Ellen M. Bublick, \textit{Citizen No-Duty Rules: Rape Victims and Comparative Fault}, 99 COLUM. L. REV. 1413, 1428 (1999) (describing comparative apportionment approach to assigning fault in civil rape actions). Civil tort actions against assailants are based on theories of assault and battery, rape, sexual harassment, infliction of emotional distress, and other torts as defined by law. Remedies in such actions can include compensatory damages, including medical expenses, lost wages and earning capacity, pain and suffering, and equitable relief. In some cases punitive damages, are allowed. See MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 151B, § 9. Victims also have a right of action against third parties who owe them a duty of care and who failed, by their negligence, to prevent the assault. Such cases are generally referred to as negligent security or premises liability cases. Bublick, \textit{supra}, at 1428. A court may impose liability on owners or operators of convenience stores, universities and colleges, commercial landlords, bus stations, hospitals, high schools, restaurants, bars, parking lots, hotels, and other third parties if the victim can establish that a legal duty existed to protect individuals from foreseeable violent acts.

\textsuperscript{79} See CAL. GOV’T CODE § 13950-67.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{id.}
During the acute physiological stress time (zero to six months), the victim's most vital legal interests are at stake. Managing the complex array of civil and criminal issues that impact a victim after an assault challenges even the most experienced attorney. In the case of a physically and emotionally compromised victim, the task becomes virtually impossible. This is particularly true for the vast majority of victims who are younger than twenty-four at the time of the assault and often lack independent resources.

Moreover, it is precisely the physiological symptoms associated with rape—memory impairment, depression, use of alcohol, panic attacks, and avoidance of rape-related stimuli—that make rape victims less credible in the eyes of decision makers and impair their ability to sustain themselves in any judicial process.

The victim's role in the criminal justice process is the subject of increasing legislation and debate. Thousands of relatively recent legislative enactments provide victims with various rights pertaining to restitution, privacy, the right to be informed in matters of trial and sentencing, and the right to make statements of victim impact at sentencing. Thirty-two states have enacted victim's rights amendments to their Constitutions, and a Victims Rights Constitutional Amendment has been proposed in the United States Congress.

If victims are going to succeed in enforcing their current rights under existing law, they need legal representation. Navigating the criminal justice system is a difficult and complex task for any layperson. Moreover, victims' interests in the process cannot be left to prosecutors, because prosecutors' interests lie solely in successfully prosecuting the case on behalf of the state.

The potential conflict between victims and prosecutors is most profoundly apparent in the realm of privacy rights. Courts across the country have

---

81. HERMAN, supra note 47, at 57-58. Mental health symptoms directly caused by both violent and non-violent rape include: post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, insomnia, panic attacks, increased use of drugs and alcohol, and increased suicidal ideation. Id. Medical harms/conditions directly associated with rape in the weeks and months following an assault can include treatment for pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.

82. VICTIM RIGHTS LAW CENTER, supra note 27, ch. 1 at 3. We urge that empirical social science research be undertaken with a control group to assess whether or not having legal counsel makes a long term difference in the social and economic life expectancy of the victim. Empirical information is critical to the next wave of law reform—that is also why we call for a national database on criminal justice outcomes on rape complaints.

83. HERMAN, supra note 47, at 68-69.


85. Id.


87. See Gillis & Beloof, supra note 84, at 695 (discussing adequacy of prosecutorial enforcement). "[B]ecause conflicts between victims and prosecutors are commonplace, prosecutorial enforcement alone is inadequate." Id.
acknowledged that the state’s interests often conflict with the victim’s privacy interests, and this conflict may arise for several reasons. In some instances, the prosecution may want evidence from the victim’s personal life to strengthen their case, while the victim wishes to keep her personal life private, despite the impact on prosecution.

The more common conflict is a practical one. In order to adequately protect a rape victim’s privacy rights, an attorney must take a full inventory of the “negative facts” about the victim. Negative facts routinely include sensitive information about the victim’s mental health treatment, drug or alcohol history, and sexual history.

Pursuant to the holding in Brady v. Maryland, prosecutors who complete an inventory of the victim’s history are required to provide the defense with exculpatory information learned from the victim during the process. While it is possible for a prosecutor to complete such an inventory, the fate of the case as well as the victim’s privacy is at risk. Given that prosecutors are compromised in their ability to represent rape victims’ privacy rights, non-lawyer rape crisis advocates have been struggling alone for years to protect rape victims once the criminal process begins. While non-lawyer rape advocates have played the largest and most vital role in protecting these rights, their role is obviously limited. Therefore, it is critical that victims’ lawyers are present in the courtroom at the preliminary stages of the process, if privacy protections have any meaning for rape victims.

Further, when viewed in the larger context of the victim’s entire “negative fact” picture, the issue of psychiatric and rape crisis counseling records is often only one front where the battle for the victim’s privacy is waged.

Although each victim’s recovery follows a distinct path, we have found that a majority of victims experience the most acute trauma related symptoms in the first three months following the assault, followed by stabilization in the next three months. Furthermore, sexual assault victims make a clear distinction between “defensive” legal actions that help to stabilize their personal lives and

90. Id. at 87.
91. Id.
93. See generally id.
94. Ensuring compliance with the Bishop-Fuller protocol is an essential element in protecting the victim’s privacy in Massachusetts. The protocol involves five stages: (1) privilege determination; (2) relevancy determination; (3) access to relevant material; (4) disclosure of relevant communications; and (5) trial. Commonwealth v. Bishop, 416 Mass. 169, 181-83 (1993) (identifying five stage process for release of privileged records created by court); Commonwealth v. Fuller, 423 Mass. 216, 226-27 (1996) (modifying stage two and requiring Bishop protocol to apply to defendant’s request for access to any privileged records including rape counselor records).
"offensive" legal actions that seek to hold the perpetrator accountable. Often, in the initial crisis stage after the assault, victims take the necessary steps to protect their safety, privacy, immigration status, education, housing, and employment, and to preserve their financial stability. Victims are far less likely to file police reports, follow through on a criminal complaint process, seek university disciplinary action, or initiate a tort suit. Therefore, legal efforts to stabilize the victim should be focused on what the victim actually needs, and not merely what the legal system currently offers. Representation in these victim focused areas requires independent counsel exclusively committed to the interests of the victim.

V. DEFINE CONSENT

Elimination of force as a statutory element of rape is essential to the reformation of rape laws. After thirty years of law reform, society still expects rape to be a horrifically violent crime. If the limited report, arrest, indictment, prosecution, and conviction rates serve as a benchmark, despite the redrafting of virtually every rape law in the nation, rape by anything other than physical violence with attendant physical harm still appears to be tolerated by law enforcement. While efforts to stratify rape into aggravated and lesser offenses began this process, further steps are needed towards codifying degrees of offenses that are more nuanced and eliminating the requirement of physical force entirely.

Stephen Schulhofer, in his book *Unwanted Sex: The Culture of Intimidation and the Failure of the Law*, first articulated the concept that interference with sexual autonomy, whether enabled by force, threats, abuse of trust, exploitation of psychological or physical incapacity, intoxication, or exploitation of psychological or economic power or authority should be illegal, and should be codified and incorporated into the statutory framework. Reform minded legislators have largely failed to incorporate into reform statutes the concept that bodily integrity, or sexual autonomy, is not measured by “freedom from fists,” but rather by a continuum of conduct in which physical force is one extreme example. The crime of sexual coercion may in fact be less egregious than one in which an invasion of sexual autonomy is accompanied by fists, but the invasion of an individual’s physical integrity by coercion should be recognized as an assault, just as coercion is recognized as a factor in other crimes, such as obtaining property by fraud and indecent assault and battery.

Further, it is crucial that silence be eliminated as an indicator of consent, and that consent be defined, as it is in other areas of the law in which consent is an
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95. See RINGEL, supra note 35, at 8 (stating more than two-thirds of rape/sexual assaults committed in United States remain unreported).
96. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 99-113.
97. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 99-113.
element. "Consent is the defense most likely to result in an acquittal, and it is the defense most commonly used in acquaintance rape cases." Yet most state legislatures have still failed to define consent. Indeed, the victim's behavior (drinking alcohol), dress (wearing tight clothes), and conduct (voluntarily entering a room with the defendant and permitting the door to be closed) will remain at the center of a criminal trial as long as juries are allowed to consider an undefined consent or implied consent standard.

The failure of current consent standards, at the root of the failure of criminal justice rape reforms, perpetuates the most vexatious issue in rape law for both victims and defendants: the distinction between seduction and assault. The difference is not as complicated as the past thirty years suggest. First, consent ought to be verbal and in the affirmative, eliminating the defense of implied consent altogether. The law should not assume that women are or must be coy about sex. Women cannot be viewed as consenting merely by their conduct, appearance, reaction, or silence. Women must directly and explicitly express their sexual desire or agreement to have intercourse in a given situation, and men must respond accordingly. Instead of assuming that a woman's sexual ambivalence indicates consent, the law should assume that sexual ambivalence means no. Let us legislate the right of women to express sexual desire, by making the direct verbal expression of desire or agreement to sex necessary to establish affirmative consent, and by defining a lack of verbal expression of affirmative desire or agreement to sex as a dispositive lack of consent.

The presence of alcohol in large numbers of acquaintance rape cases exacerbates the problem. The majority of sexual assaults on college campuses involve alcohol or drugs. In a study of college gang rapes, researchers found that every case involved the use of alcohol. Not surprisingly, courts consider a victim's intoxication differently than intoxication by accused assailants. Courts view women who drink, especially those who drank with their assailants, as more likely to be sexually available and contributorily negligent in the subsequent assault. Society believes that men who drink suffer from impaired judgment, which may legitimately cause them to misread social cues from a woman.

The law does not clarify the confusion between rape that occurs under the influence of alcohol and consensual encounters between intoxicated

99. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 31-32.
100. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 31-32.
participants. As one commentator states, "If you pour liquor on it, it's not a crime.” The victim is alleged to be either sober enough to have resisted if consent really was not present, or too drunk to remember what actually happened.

There is no bright line test that defines precisely how much alcohol or drugs result in a person's inability to consent to sex. Every jurisdiction in the country except Massachusetts, Georgia, and the Uniform Code of Military Justice, however, has attempted some statutory reform on the issue of consent and intoxication. Many universities recognize the ubiquitous presence of alcohol in campus acquaintance assaults and have amended their codes of conduct to deem consent as presumptively absent in the presence of alcohol. The Model Penal Code (MPC) states that actual consent is not legal consent if "it is given by a person who by reason of youth, mental disease or defect, or intoxication is manifestly unable or known by the actor to be unable to make a reasonable judgment as to the nature of harmfulness of the conduct." The MPC requires, however, that the alleged assailant administered the intoxicant for no consent to be presumed. Some states have adopted the MPC language but eliminated the requirement that the defendant administered the intoxicant. Louisiana, for instance, draws a distinction between cases where the intoxication was independent of the assailant ("simple rape") and where assailant administered the intoxication ("forcible rape").

While there is no bright line test for determining how much alcohol or drugs inhibits a person's ability to consent, there must be a bottom line. If implied consent is eliminated as a defense and mere submission without affirmative permission is no longer adequate to demonstrate consent, what standard is reasonable in the presence of intoxication? We propose that if alcohol is present, non-consent must be presumed unless the woman makes an explicit

[R]ape . . . is defined as the oral, anal or vaginal penetration by an inanimate object, penis, or other bodily part, without consent. ‘Consent’ means a voluntary agreement to engage in sexual activity proposed by another . . . . ‘Consent’ requires mutually understandable and communicated words and/or actions demonstrating agreement to participate in proposed sexual activity. ‘Without consent’ may be communicated by words and/or actions demonstrating unwillingness to engage in proposed sexual activity. For instance, the act of penetration will be considered without consent if the victim was unable to give consent because of a condition of which the offending student was or should have been aware, such as drug and/or alcohol intoxication, coercion, and/or verbal or physical threats, including being threatened with future harm.
109. Id.
111. Id.
verbal statement that she wishes to engage in sexual intimacy that includes penetration. Women do not have to be cold sober to engage in consensual sexual intimacy, but they ought to be sober enough to say yes. If a woman is not sober enough to say yes, then no consent should be presumed.

These concepts of consent in sexual assault are not unique, and other areas of the law in which consent plays a central role are instructive. The law of search and seizure requires consent to be explicit and affirmative, and consent cannot be implied from the circumstances or conduct of the subject. In order to obtain consent for a search, police must specifically request it from the individual or the court. Even when consent is affirmatively given, the court may determine that the police obtained consent through coercion based on age, education, lack of understanding of rights, or by wearing down the subject in a repetitive or psychologically coercive manner. The law suggests that the power differential between law enforcement and the subject require extensive precautions to protect the subject from the state's exertion of such power, which necessitates a knowing and explicit agreement by the subject to be searched. Silence and ambivalence do not constitute consent under the Fourth Amendment.

Consent to police interrogation pursuant to the Fifth Amendment and under Miranda similarly requires an explicit and affirmative statement of consent by the subject. Consent cannot be implicit and cannot be indicated by silence to meet the requirements of the Fifth Amendment. Circumstantial evidence indicating that the subject was aware of his right to refuse interrogation cannot be used to demonstrate consent, and consent cannot be based on the subject's behavior. While some commentators criticize the Miranda approach to consent to sex as impractical, these commentators have taken too broad a view of the analogy. Likening an entire date to a police interrogation, Schulhofer rejects the approach because it does not permit a woman to change her mind during the course of the date. A seemingly more appropriate analogy to interrogation is the initiation of intercourse, when issues of physical and psychological power and the possibility of coercion become significantly

112. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 72. During a police interrogation, a suspect's consent to talk about the crime is considered involuntary if he first says "no" but changes his mind because police cajolery or questioning persuaded him to speak. Id.

113. See Mustafa T. Kasubhai, Destabilizing Power in Rape: Why Consent Theory in Rape Law is Turned on its Head, 11 WIS. WOMEN'S L.J. 37, 70-72 (1996) (discussing consent to searches under Fourth Amendment).
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119. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 72-74 (comparing use of Miranda in police interrogation to consent in sexual assault cases); Bryden, supra note 2, at 391-92 (evaluating need for reform in rape law).

120. SCHULHOFER, supra note 5, at 72-74 (criticizing application of Miranda rules to sexual interactions).
present. Silence and ambivalence do not constitute consent under the Fifth Amendment.

As Susan Estrich has discussed, in other areas of criminal law, submission does not equate with consent. For example, consent in the form of passive submission fails as a defense to robbery, unless the owner of the property actively participates in the theft. Similarly, criminals can commit trespass and battery against submissive victims. As Estrich points out, the frequently claimed excuse that consensual sex constitutes part of everyday life and therefore cannot be subjected to such nuanced scrutiny does not explain the disparity in the law that permits submission to pass for consent in the rape context but not in other contexts. Other everyday events include visiting (trespass with consent), philanthropy (robbery with consent), and surgery (battery with consent). The fact that women are expected to be sexually submissive permits the violation of their sexual and physical integrity, while the law protects their more highly prized wallets and homes by holding that silence and ambivalence do not constitute consent to robbery, trespass, invasion of property or battery.

In contract law, passive submission ordinarily does not constitute acceptance of an offer. Usually, only where the parties had a prior contractual relationship, will acceptance be inferred from silence or submission. Otherwise, words, either written or oral, provide the indicia of the existence of the contract. While cultural resistance impedes the notion of sexual intimacy as a contractual relationship, the public widely understands and accepts the idea of contractual offer and acceptance as a two party affirmative communication. Silence and ambivalence do not constitute consent to enter into a contract.

Consent to medical treatment is another area of the law where, unlike rape law, consent and the conditions of consent have been relatively well-defined. This area of law has developed on the premise that medical treatment without consent constitutes a form of battery, an unwanted physical invasion of personal physical autonomy. The doctrine provides a bright line test for consent, requiring affirmation by more than mere silence or deduction from
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Further, prior consent to treatment does not impute current consent, requiring an affirmative statement of consent for every incident of treatment. Silence and ambivalence do not constitute consent to medical treatment.

These analogies confirm that silence and ambivalence may only substitute for consent in the area of rape, where the absence of non-consent is a proxy for actual consent. This derives from the centuries old idea, certainly once true, that women cannot affirmatively consent to sex outside of marriage without fear of being labeled whores. Our cultural norm no longer endorses this idea. Many, if not most women are free to have sex outside of marriage if they choose to do so. Once we acknowledge that women can choose sex, we can acknowledge that they can also reject it. Consent under the law then must be defined in a way that potential victims and defendants can easily understand and interpret.

We propose that for “legally safe sex” to take place, consent must take the form of an affirmative and unequivocal verbal “yes” to sexual intercourse. Critics have maligned this proposition and deemed it unworkable in the context of sexual behavior on the theory that sexual intimacy is a runaway train that can be stopped for nothing as rational as a yes. We disagree and point to the highly visible and largely successful public health campaign to promote condom use as a result of the AIDS epidemic. Getting people about to engage in intercourse to stop and think about safe sex was once thought to be impossible. The concept and practice of safe sex has become part of the everyday landscape of sex. Getting an affirmative “yes” before engaging in sexual intercourse is no more an imposition on sexual expression than condom use, and the same public health strategies used to normalize the concept of safe sex can be employed to establish the principle that sex without an affirmative yes is unwanted, and therefore, illegal.

In 1996, Antioch College issued a sexual offense prevention policy that attempted to define nonconsensual sexual conduct. Consent to sex is defined
as "the act of willingly and verbally agreeing to engage in specific sexual behavior." The policy emphasizes the use of explicit verbal communication in request for and acceptance of an offer of sex, while it expressly prohibits silence as a form of consent. In addition, the policy states that such requests for and assent to intimacy must be renewed at every stage as intimacy increases. While the policy has been maligned as unworkable in the contemporary sexual environment, we agree with the fundamental principle of the policy: to be consensual, intimacy must be accompanied by an affirmative and verbal assent. We disagree, however, with the apparent equality of all acts of sexual touching or contact as set forth in the Antioch policy. We propose, instead, that to be consensual, affirmative verbal consent must be obtained immediately prior to an act of penetration, which eliminates the most maligned part of Antioch's policy as well as the possibility that one party is acting on prior given consent that has since been withdrawn.

VI. ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL DATABASE FOR MANDATORY STATE REPORT, ARREST, PROSECUTION AND CONVICTION FIGURES

The first multi-state empirical study of the impact of rape reforms was performed in 1985. In the few studies that have been conducted since then, researchers have concluded that these reforms have not had a significant or relevant impact on any reports, prosecutions, or convictions. In fact, only one study has found statistically significant increases in arrests and reduction in the variability of arrest outcomes. The failure of law enforcement and other agencies, including universities, to accurately disclose reports and outcomes

moving to that new level;
- If one person wants to initiate moving to a different level of sexual intimacy in an interaction, that person is responsible for getting the consent of the other person(s) involved before moving to that level;
- If you have a particular level of sexual intimacy before with someone, you must still be sure there is consent each and every time;
- If you have a sexually transmitted disease, you must disclose this fact to a potential partner before engaging sexually;
- If anyone asks you to stop a particular kind of sexual attention or behavior, you must stop it immediately no matter what your intentions are with the attention;
- Don't ever make assumptions about consent; assumptions can hurt someone and get you in trouble. Consent must be clear and verbal (i.e., saying, "Yes, I want to kiss you, too.").

Id. 136. Id. 137. Id. 138. Id. 139. See Futter & Mebane, supra note 3, at 83-85. 140. See supra note 2 and accompanying text. 141. Futter & Mebane, supra note 3, at 111. This study found that "defining sex crimes on a single continuum, subjecting spouses and cohabitants to prosecution, limiting the admissibility at trial about the victim's past sexual history with the defendant . . . and denying a mistake of incapacity defense all led to an increase of 'actual' rapes" that were investigated by the police. Id.
and to make this information available to the public, however, significantly hampers our ability to understand the actual results of past reforms, and the likely success of those proposed in the future. Therefore, we propose the institution of a national sexual assault database, similar to the Hate Crimes Statistics Act, in which states must report yearly numbers of actual reports, arrests, prosecutions and conviction rates for all sexual assault crimes.\textsuperscript{142}

VII. CONCLUSION

The past thirty years have seen a sea of change in sexual assault laws, but the promise of these initiatives has been largely unfulfilled. As long as the impact of legislative change is virtually unknown by the public, our ability to move forward with creative solutions to century old problems will continue to be impeded. To correct this, law enforcement efforts in the area of sexual assault must be accurately reported and subject to public scrutiny and analysis. In addition, sexual attitudes that have damaged the implementation of progressive rape law reform, particularly as to the concepts of consent and implied consent, must be challenged and refuted. The crimes encompassed by sexual assault should be redefined for an era when woman can take responsibility for their sexual choices, and where affirmative verbal consent to sex is a realistic and clear alternative to unclear and gender stereotyped guessing. The ubiquitous presence of alcohol in sexual assault must also be addressed definitively and in a manner that is free from double standards and gender bias. Finally, sexual assault victims should be understood as suffering from a myriad of brutal consequences that impact their civil wellbeing and may be remedied by the civil law, as well as put them at risk of re-victimization by the criminal justice process. Lawyers must step forward and take up their struggle.
